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1. Project description 

1.1. Group members 

Ívar Kristinn Hallsson kt: 1401912489 
Vilhjálmur R. Vilhjálmsson kt: 2210872329 

 

1.2. The project goal  

 
Designing a new digital synthesizer that uses artificial intelligence to create new percussive audio 
in a web solution (sampler). The solution also serves as a new foundation in the field of cloud 
solutions for musicians.  

 

1.3. Detailed description 

 
Musicians always face the problem of wanting to dig up new sounds to use in sound synthesizers 
and electronic drum brain and that can be hugely time-consuming and expensive financially. 
 
The purpose of the software is not to come in as a complete software solution for musicians, but 
to allow musicians to have easier access to new sounds for music creation, can manipulate the 
sound and store them as collections in a cloud solutions. 
The sounds are then downloaded for use in a larger musical environments or sound synthesizers 

 
On the whole the software will use artificial intelligence in the backend to create new sounds for 
the user that no one has heard before. The user will see the product in the frontend as web 
solution which will resemble the special drum synthesizer as we see today. 
 
Architecture behind the artificial intelligence in the backend will is in the form of machine 
learning called Generative adversarial network (GAN). The philosophy behind GANs is two 
different algorithms that are put up against each other to produce new patterns. 
One of the algorithms or model is trained to recognize specific patterns in vectors such as sounds, 
for example models can be trained to detect whether or not a sound is a  bass drum or not. In 
order to train such model considerable amount of rhythmic sound data has to be owned and used 
in order for the model to learn the pattern. This concept is supervised learning method in machine 
learning.  

 
 

The other model is not trained before it starts to learn I.E. It gets no data but a random pattern is 
given to begin with and this unlearned model starts to ask the other learned model whether it's a 
bass drum sound. Therefore it's the work of the learned model to judge and give feedback on how 



 

close the unlearned model is from creating a bass drum sound. The unlearned model therefore 
receives the feedback of the learned model and each time the unlearned model gets closer to 
forming a similar sound, the model receives better receptions and can then update its opinion of 
how the bass drum looks. 
With a lot of hard work from the unlearned model and time, the model will have learned enough 
to receive a positive response from the learned model and thus learned to create a new sound 
similar to the bass drum or percussion instrument that was trained. 
 
The users can download the new sound and listen to the through web solution. The users can store 
there sounds in the web solution. 
 

 

1.4. Projects product 

 
Digital synthesizer as a web solution that produces audio with a “push of a button” with the help 
of artificial intelligence. Web solution offers modification of the sounds and can be stored in a 
users account on the cloud solution. 
 

 

1.5. Scope of the project  

 
The total work hours for the project is estimated to be 700 hours total. 
● 600 hours scheduled for software installation 
● 50 hours of user testing 
● 50 hours of documentation 

 
 

1.6. Development environment and technology  

 
● Python backend for artificial intelligence 
● C# backend for user service 
● React frontend 
● Google cloud platform 
● Docker 
● Kubernetes 
● RabbitMQ  

 
 



 

1.7. Student workspaces 

 
Vilhjálmur will have access to a workspace at home and at work in Denmark. 
Ívar will have access to a workspace at home and at University of Reykjavík. 

 

1.8. Qualifications  

 
Since the project is about artificial intelligence backend software, it's very important that students 
have experience in machine learning. 

 
Knowledge of Javascript and ReactJS is essential for the frontend and set up of web service in the 
.NET environment. 
 
Experience with SQL is needed because the backend of the user service system relies on a 
relations database to manage user information and file directories. 
 
The Google Cloud Platform service will be used to run a cluster of systems microservices and 
quality management of the system will be done through Jenkins. Experience with Quality 
management such as “continuous integration” and “continuous deployment” is desirable and 
experience with google cloud platform and jenkins. 

 
 

1.9. Other  

Predictable Problems 
● Huge collection of sounds samples 
● A lot of time to train the models 

 
The methodology/ how ? 
● DCGAN (deep convolutional generative adversarial network) 
● MFCC (Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient) used in the discriminator 
● Convolutional neural networks 
● Offline training pipe for artificial intelligence 
● Microservice backend 
● Frontend as web solution 
● Small cloud solution at GCP 

The architecture of the artificial intelligence as described above is generative adversarial networks 
where the discriminator (learned model) and the generator (unlearned model) will use Conv. 
deep learning algorithm with the advent of neural networks. 
 



 

It's very important that all the backend will be microserviced and adhere to “single responsibility” 
rule and be as stateless as possible. Messaging Broker (RabbitMQ) will used to pass these returns. 
 
Google cloud platform was used extensively. Since we need to deal with microservices, each 
service will be setup with Docker environment and will use Kubernetes to run a cluster on google 
cloud platform. Also special machines or instances on GCP will be used to train the models for 
artificial intelligence but a massive amount of memory is needed to get a good result in a normal 
timeframe. For example, Nvidia k-80 GPUs and Nvidia p-100 from GCP were used. In order to 
keep track of all audio files that will be stored we used GCP cloud storage to maintain all files and 
trained models. 

 

1.10. Team Responsibility 

 
Procedures 
Sprints are week long or Monday to Sunday evening. And will have SCRUM format. 
Retrospective and planning meetings will be held Sunday afternoon every week. 

 
AMENDMENT 
After the third sprint, it was bright as day that Scrum methodology did not suit the team and it 
was decided to switch to Scrumban. Retrospective and planning meeting will continue to be held 
late afternoon on Sundays each week. 

 
Team communication will take place on Slack and Messenger. Teleconferencing will take place 
on Skype. 
 
Regular meetings will take place on Mondays and Wednesdays from 15:00 - 17:00 Icelandic 
time. On Sundays, meetings will take place from 16:00 - 17:00 

 
Ownership 
Percentage of Assets for the final project will be divided equally among team members. 

 
  



 

1.11. System diagram 

  



 

2.Project Schedule 
 

2.1. Goal of the project 

 
To design a new digital synthesizer that uses artificial intelligence to generate new sound samples 
in a web solution (sampler). The solution will also serve as a new foundation in the field of cloud 
solutions for musicians. 

 

2.2. Detailed description 

 
Musicians will always face the problem of wanting to dig after new sounds or make new ones to 
use in synthetic and drum brains, this process can be hugely time-consuming and expensive 
financially. 
 
The purpose of the software is not to come in as a complete software solution for musicians, but 
will allow musicians to have broader access to new sounds for music making, will be able to 
manipulate the sounds little bit and store them as a collection in the cloud solution. Then the 
sounds are then downloaded to use in a larger musical environments or syntheses. 
 
On the whole, the software will use artificial intelligence in the backend to produce new sounds 
for the users that no one has heard before. The users will see the product in the frontend as web 
solution which will resemble special drum synthesizers as we see today. 
 
Generative Adversarial Networks 
 
The architecture behind the artificial intelligence in the backend will be in the form of a machine 
learning program called Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). The ideology behind GAN is 
that two different algorithms are used to compete with each other to produce new patterns. The 
first algorithm or model is trained to recognize specific patterns in vectors such as sound, for 
example models can be trained to detect whether or not a sound is a bass drum. In order to train 
such a model, a considerable amount of rhythmic sounds must be used in order for the model to 
learn the pattern. This will be the so-called supervised learning method in machine learning.  

 
The second model is not trained before it starts learning i.e. It gets no data but a random pattern is 
given in the beginning the unlearned model asks the learned model whether it's a bass drum sound 
or not. Therefore, it's the work of the learned model to judge and give an opinion on how close 
the unlearned model is from creating a bass drum sound. 



 

The unlearned model receives the opinion of the learned model and each time the unlearned 
model gets closer to forming a similar sound then the model receives better receptions and can 
then update its opinion of how sound of bass drum looks like.  
 

 

 

 
With a lot of work by the unlearned model and time, the model will have learned enough to get a 
positive response from the learned model and thus has learned to create a new sound similar to 
the bass drum or what percussive instrument was trained. 
 
GAN modelling  
 
The modelling of a generator and a discriminator is done with artificial neural networks. ANN 
have become extremely well suited to most classification problems in machine learning and deep 
learning. Since the scope of the project is not suited to creating these neural network from scratch 
we use the very popular python libraries tensorflow and keras to structure these models.  
 
In most deep learning problems where dimensions are sparse and incredibly large like image 
processing, keras and tensorflow help with providing convolutional layering in the model 
architecture. Convolutional layers reshape the large arrays like pixels in images and data points in 
the power spectrum of an audio file to a smaller chunks. To reshape the data arrays, the model 
uses matrix factorization in each convolution layer. Large images or audio files would then need 
multiple stacks of convolutional layers to flatten the arrays to a better trainable shape.  
 
Looking at an example of an audio file. 
 



 

 
 
This audio file has been recorded at 16 kHz sampling rate. Meaning that for each second in time 
we have 16000 data points in floating numbers ranging between -1.0 and 1.0 representing the 
intensity in power spectrum.  
 
The discriminator 
 
Like we have introduced before the discriminator has the responsibility to classify whether a 
given audio file is a valid audio sample or not (kick drum, snare drum, cymbal). Therefore our 
discriminator neural network needs an input value of the 16000 floating point array and an output 
of a boolean value (1 or 0). Here we use convolutional layering. 

 



 

 
 

The images show the amount of layers and how the data gets shaped through each layer. 
 
The generator 
 
The generator is responsible for creating the 16000 floating point arrays representing a 1 second 
sample. Since neural networks need an input and an output we need to construct a random noise 
sampling as an input for the generator for the neural network to reshape the data into 16000 point 
array.  
 

Random noise 
 

The random noise is an array with the length of 1000 with floating point variables 
ranging in the same power spectrum as an audio file (-1, 1).  

 
The image shows the model architecture of the generator and the array reshaping. 
 



 

 
 
 
Users can download new sounds and listen to the sound in the web solution. The web solution 
offers to store the new sounds in the users account and be downloaded to the users computer. 
 
Validation of GAN’s 
 
Like when training all machine learning models, there needs to be a validation on whether the 
model is performing well or not. Generative adversarial networks are notoriously difficult beasts 
to train and can be a matter of days until you can see whether the models are training correctly. 
Thankfully there are a few rules on how a GAN needs to act. 
 

Nash equilibrium 
 

We have briefly touched that the generator needs to train to search for the 
optimal weights to represent a sound in a one dimensional array. How we know if the 
generator is doing a good job is simply by saying “if the discriminator has stopped 
recognizing with high accuracy fake sounds, we have a good generator”. This might 
sound simple enough but in general it can get much more complicated. Referencing to Ian 
Goodfellow’s original papers on generative adversarial networks. GAN’s are based on the 
zero-sum non-cooperative game or minimax. Since GAN’s play a minimax zero-sum 



 

game both discriminator and generator want to undermine each other (trick each other) 
and a GAN model converges when the discriminator and the generator reach equilibrium. 
In a minimax zero-sum game a nash equilibrium happens when one player will not 
change its action regardless on what the opponent might do. In our case we reach nash 
equilibrium if both discriminator and generator policies can be updated directly in 
function space. The way we use to validate the behaviour of models converging to 
equilibrium is to monitor their change in loss function over time of episodes. 

 
Mode collapse 

 
Mode collapse would be one of the failing points we can monitor early on in the 

training process. In mode collapse we refer to the generator model is only capable of 
generating one or a small subset of different outcomes. You can also refer mode collapse 
to the problem when the generator learns to map several different input values to the same 
output values. We can observe the behaviour of mode collapse by looking at the generator 
loss function over time of episodes. Generally a mode collapse would represent small 
oscillations in a periodic pattern over time in its loss function. 

 
Convergence failure 
 

A failure in convergence between the discriminator and generator is due to the 
generator model loss value not settling down. This can happen for numbers of reasons but 
the most common one is due to the fact that the discriminators loss value drops very fast 
to zero or close to zero because the discriminator model becomes too good in classifying 
fake sound results leading to failure in finding the equilibrium between the discriminator 
and the generator. 
 

2.3. Projects product 

 
Digital synthesizer as a web solution that produces percussive audio with a “push of a button” 
with the help of artificial intelligence. Cloud solution for musicians in search for new sound 
samples and. Web solution offers modification of the sounds and can be stored in a users account 
on the cloud solution. 
 

2.4. Scope of the project  

 
The total work hours for the project is estimated to be 700 hours total. 
● 600 hours scheduled for software installation 
● 50 hours of user testing 
● 50 hours of documentation 

 



 

2.5. Milestones 

 
● Data learning pipeline completed on the twelve week period 

○ Data connection to access the raw audio collections 
○ Good model for “discriminator” fully trained 
○ Setup Deep reinforcement learning for “Generator” 
○ Installed “online generators” for the system backend 

 
 

● Backend completed on the twelve week period 
○ Backend databases 
○ Restful User service 
○ Restful Authentication service 
○ Restful Metadata service 
○ User sample service 

 
● Frontend completed sixth of December 

○ Landing page 
○ Login og signup functionality 
○ About / contact pages 
○ Sampler component view 
○ Sound bank component view 

  



 

3. Procedural description 

3.1. Work Procedures 

Work Hours depend on the developers. Since the teams locations are broken up the team decided to have 
three meetings per week. First meeting is Monday afternoons, second Wednesday afternoon and the last 
on Sunday afternoon for Retrospectives and Sprint planning for the next sprint. 
 

3.2. Agile development method - Scrumban 

The team will be working in week long sprints from Monday till Sunday with Scrumban agile 
methodology. No roles are assigned to team members. 

 
Rules 

A card can represent a feature, task or a bug to the software. When a card is created a developer 
needs to document estimated hours, create a feature branch name for version control, a priority 
needs to be assigned to each new card and a small description about the card. A deadline can be 
issued but not required.  
 
Priorities 
 

Blocker 
When a card or task is described as blocker then another card in development is 
dependant on this specific card and therefore cannot be worked on in 
development until the blocker has been dealt with. 

Critical 
A card is called critical if the feature of function of the task is a key function to 
any of the user or system requirements. 

Major 
A card is Major if the feature or task does not influence user or system 
requirements directly but influences critical features. In other words the system 
can run without Major tasks but have great influence to the critical aspects of the 
system. 

Minimal 
Minimal cards represent the additional tasks or features who are not system or 
user requirement dependant nor influence the critical tasks in the backlog. 

 
When a card gets picked up by a developer, the developer marks the commitment time and when 
the card is done the developer marks the delivery time. From this the team can have lead time 
calculations for each task or card. 
 
If a planned card does not get finished in a selected sprint, it will be transferred to the next sprint. 



 

 
Scrumban board is broken down into 7 columns to represent the state of a card. The columns 
represent backlog, in progress, test in feature branch, code review, quality assurance, merge to 
master and done. 

 
WIP or the limit to work in progress are set to 8 tasks or cards in total. The WIP is set for the 
processes of in progress, test in feature branch, code review, and quality assurance. F.x. if the 
sum of all tasks that reside within these processes make up 8 tasks, the developers are not allowed 
to add a new task from backlog to in progress until at least one task has been moved to merge to 
master process. 
 

3.3. Retrospectives 

Retrospective meeting is held every Sunday afternoon. To keep track of things we use start, stop, 
continue approach where the team discusses all things to stop doing, what to start doing in next 
sprint and what went well or what to continue in next sprints. 

3.4. Metrics 

The weight of tasks will be tracked with dot system 5, 10, 20 that define the same weight as low, 
medium , high. 
The Burndown chart will be set up in accordance with this dot system once all the product 
backlog has been completed. 

3.5. Sprints 

Sprints are week long and are named after music bands. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

4. Risk analysis 
In this chapter we assess various risks that the team predicted could come up during the 
development phase of Wisebeat. For each risk the team analyzed what effect it would have on 
the project if it occured, the probability of it occurring. How the team was going to avoid the risk 
by reducing the likelihood of the risk coming up and if it does come up, how would the team 
minimize the damage. Each risk was also assigned to a team member that would be the person of 
responsibility. 
 
 

4.1. Showable results are not present until backend system is complete. 

 
How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up. 

With proper test driven development, visual results can occur with proper unit tests and 
integration tests in the backend system and machine learning stream engine. By including 
exploration data services for the machine learning stream engine, there is a way to 
showcase the behaviour of the algorithms behind it. 
 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 
Proper test driven development with unit tests and integration tests if services are fully 
built. With enough plots and graphs of the data as it goes through each step of pre 
processing phase in machine learning stream engine. Establishing a milestone of when 
the backend system and machine learning stream engine is fully built gives us an estimate 
about promised delivery of results. 
 

Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 5 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 5 
The multiple of these two is: 25 
 
Person of responsibility 

Vilhjálmur Rúnar Vilhjálmsson 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

4.2. Frontend machine can crash and 500 or 404 error occurs. 

○ Instance that runs container for React frontend can crash but must be able to reboot itself. 
 
How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up. 

With the introduction of load balancers on Kubernetes, the container can be automatically 
restarted with the original image of the software stored within the GCP container registry. 
 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs.  
All exceptions are logged at each instance to monitor the errors. 
 

Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 4 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 4 
The multiple of these two is: 16 
 
Person of responsibility 

Vilhjálmur Rúnar Vilhjálmsson 
 
 

4.3. Downtime in production due to exams and large assignments. 

 
How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up. 

Team members need to be organized, use their time well. 
 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 
Team members need to work hard we the time they have before the exams begin  
and work around the big projects. 

 
Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 5 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 3 
The multiple of these two is: 15  
 
Person of responsibility 

Ívar Kristinn Hallsson 
 
 
 



 

4.4. Load can come to the system if too many users are using the frontend or downloading new sounds 
from the artificial intelligence and that can slow the system down or crash it. 

 
How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up. 

Under normal circumstances, the frontend runs on one container in a cluster but under a 
load, a new container would run up automatically and load balancer would distribute the 
load between them. This also applies to the containers that look after the artificial 
intelligence.  
 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 
The clusters are able to be manually scaled up. 
 

Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 4 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 3  
The multiple of these two is: 12 
 
Person of responsibility 
Vilhjálmur Rúnar Vilhjálmsson 

4.5. An enormous amount of sound from musical instruments is needed to train the neural network. 

○ Whether the team would manage to collect this amount. 
○ If we lose all the audio data. 

 
How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up 

Developers need to spend a good amount of time researching and finding the sound data 
needed. 
Save the data locally and have copies. 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 
Use what we have collected at that point. 
Own at least few separate copies of the data. 
Use undersampling in data pre processing phase in feature engineering. 

 
Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 2  
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 4 
The multiple of these two is: 8 
 
Person of responsibility 

Ívar Kristinn Hallsson 



 

4.6. Training machines could crash, run out of memory or simply end up in error in the middle of a long 
training process. 

How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up. 

Use training machines with a larger memory capacity and more resistant to running load. 
2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 

Have a work process that if a training machine crashes a new instance will up and 
running automatically. 

 
Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 1 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 2 
The multiple of these two is: 2 
 
Person of responsibility 

Ívar Kristinn Hallsson 
 
 

4.7. Developers computer can crash 

 
How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up. 

Take care of the hardware. 
 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 
Having a good description of how to install a new local programming environment on a 
new computer with scripts that are supposed to run a local environment installation. 

 
Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 1 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 2 
The multiple of these two is: 2 
 
Person of responsibility 

Ívar Kristinn Hallsson 
 
 
 
 
 



 

4.8. MFCC could end up giving misleading results 

How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up 

Feature selection and feature engineering methods have been determined in advance for 
the databases with the inclusion of feature exploration service. 
 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 
Having Monitoring service that helps keeping track of the functionality and accuracy of 
the models. 
 

Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 0 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 0 
The multiple of these two is: 0 
 
Person of responsibility 

Vilhjálmur Rúnar Vilhjálmsson 
 
ELIMINATED 
The risk is eliminated with additional algorithm called fast fourier transform as a feature 
extraction if mfcc gives bad results. Since the extra time was preserved for good data exploration 
and better model designing for the neural nets, the risk has also been neutralized since we know 
before training the behaviour of the pre processing phases.  
 
AMENDMENT 
In the end, Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients were not used due to the nature of our generator 
network model behaviour.  
 

4.9. Could lose user's personal data with crashed server. 

○ If a metadata is lost about a user-generated sound files, it may permanently lost. 
 

How we are going to avoid the risks 
1) What can we do to reduce the likelihood of it coming up. 

All services will be stateless as possible and the data storage will simply become 
repositories that do not run on a live server. 

2) What can we do to minimize the damage if it occurs. 
Make backups of data and will be stored locally. 

 
Priority Rank 
Probability of occurrence (1 - 5): 0 
Effect if it occurs (1 - 5): 0 



 

The multiple of these two is: 0 
 
Person of responsibility 

Ívar Kristinn Hallsson 
 

ELIMINATED 
The wisebeat project will only rely on Google cloud platform’s Cloud SQL instances and 
with automated backups happening of the entire database every 24 hours it virtually 
becomes impossible to lose data completely. 

  



 

5. Design report 

5.1. System architecture 
 
The system is designed in a microservice environment for future scalability reasons. In general the system 
splits into four sections; the front end component, back end components, the machine learning GAN 
engine and the database instance. To help out with the heavy resource needs the system requires, we use 
the services of google cloud platform to manage all database and server management. Each service inside 
the system is deployed as a pod in our main kubernetes cluster which is managed by the google cloud 
platform.  
 

5.1.1. Context diagram 

 
The wisebeat system is designed to be used by two types of users, separated by their user restrictions. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

  



 

5.1.2. Component Diagram 

 
Component diagram shows the integration of the four main components of the system and their 
behaviours towards the users.  
 

 
 

  



 

5.1.3. System Diagram 

 
The Wisebeat system is designed in a microservice environment following the single responsibility 
principle to ensure better scalability in future work. The main reason for our choice in this style of 
architecture are few reasons. 
 
Reproducible and scalable service components in ML engine. The structure of the machine learning 
stream engine is not dependant on learning sound production or classification, in our example we can 
utilize parts of the ML stream engine in junction with new training services. Therefore the ML engine is 
not dependant on the GAN service part. 
 
Improved fault isolation. The system can be described as having “no single point of failure”. If a service 
crashes then other services won’t be affected unless the affected crash is long lasting. 
 
Backend services easily replaceable or scalable. Just like our ML engine components, our backend 
services are easily re-built or other scaled to the system. Contrary to monolithic systems where services 
are completely dependent on each other within the system. 
 
There are some pitfalls to this type of architecture. 
 
Communication between services. In a microservice environment, communication between services can 
get very complicated very fast. The most common patterns to communications between services are either 
through HTTP communications or message brokers like RabbitMQ (used our ML stream engine).  
 
Resource management and deployments hard. With more services becomes more difficult to manage 
overview of deployments and resource control. To help with this our system uses kubernetes to deploy a 
cluster on instance machines on google cloud platform. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 

 



 

 
 

5.1.4. Resource Diagram 
 
The resource diagram explains the different resources used in the system. As mentioned before the project 
was heavily dependant on services from google cloud platform including kubernetes engine, compute 
engine, cloud storage, cloud SQL and cloud DNS.  
 
The kubernetes engine provided us with cluster management to be able to deploy the entire system with 
ease. Each service is deployed in a docker container where all images are built and stored in googles 
container registry. In this case we if a container inside the kubernetes cluster crashes, an automatic restart 
happens on that single container pulling the latest docker image from google container registry 
automatically. 



 

 
Outside the clustered services we used the cloud SQL services for our relational databases. Cloud SQL 
spins up an instance of a virtual machine with a dedicated ip address which handles all connections to the 
databases. A really good feature of the cloud SQL is that there is an automatic backups of our databases 
every 24 hours, preventing major data loss. All databases are spun up with PostgreSQL relational 
databases. 
 
 

 



 

 
 

Googles cloud storage is our file storage system where we can assign “buckets” as storage features to 
store raw audio files, trained models, users audio library, data records and result information about the 
training result of each GAN training job. Some of our deployed services then have special access to these 
“buckets” with created service accounts through google cloud platform to fetch desired data such as 
models to be deployed or specific sound files from library. 
 
The compute engine includes some of our virtual machines (server instances) that need to function outside 
the deployed system cluster for operations management or if we need to spin up powerful servers to train 
models and monitor the behaviour. This was used a lot during research and development to figure out the 
best approach for designing the training models.  
 

Birta and ronja: A simple low cost virtual machines optimized to run long training jobs during 
hyperparameter tuning.  

 
Logi: A more powerful high cost virtual machine optimized to run long training job with much 
larger amount of data samples for each episode of training the model. The instance is equipped 
with an NVIDA P100 GPU and has been configured to run all training jobs on GPU. Running 
training jobs for tasks requiring high in memory requirements on GPU can reduce training time 
significantly. 

 
These virtual machines on the compute engine were there simply for development testing and if 
we required more training jobs to run than the actual GAN service in the cluster could handle. It is 
also noteworthy that the naming convention of these machines were simple made to separate 
current training tasks to avoid confusion. 

 
There is also an instance running our jenkins server which handles Continuous integration and 
deployment pipelines. 

 
 
 
  



 

5.1.5. Kubernetes Cluster Diagram 

 
The cluster diagram shows connection and division of our deployed services in our microserviced 
environment. Each external call is routed to correct service with an ingress. The kubernetes cluster is split 
into two node pools where services are divided into backend services and the GAN stream engine 
services. This way we can both monitor and divert CPU and memory usage based on the requirements of 
the system. F.x. we can restrict CPU usage on the GAN stream engine node if there are many training 
jobs currently in progress, this way the GAN stream engine would not take over all available CPU or 
memory on the servers running the two nodes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

5.1.6. Databases and schemas  

 
Like mentioned before we utilized google cloud SQL services with PostgreSQL databases. Since we are 
working with microservices environment the plan of attack was to decouple the databases as much as 
possible, resulting in 3 different databases. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

GAN-training-job schema 
 

 
 

  



 

 
 

5.2. Interface design 
 
The project goal was to make a web solution for musicians, that would have the capability to make new 
sounds for music production. But after status meeting three (ísl. stöðufund þrjú) things began to be more 
apparent, we had to cut our losses and change lanes. So now the design is studio component that any user 
can access the sampler, generate new sound, change the sound with effects. It also has an admin view, 
where admins can log into and browse the list of all jobs, create a new job or update model. 
 
 

 
 

Image 1: Studio  site 
 
 



 

 
 

Image 2: Admin login  site 
 

 
 
The purpose of the admin panel is to access the initializing training job request for the GAN engine in a 
more friendly manner than access to source code. The job list shows all training jobs made in the past and 
their status whether they are done, in progress or in queue waiting for an empty training instance. 
 
We can not only monitor the accuracy and loss function of those models but we can deploy the models 
with a button to the back end services who provide the front end with the predicted sound. 
 
The post job process gives us a new form where we can give details about the new training process such 
as details about the data in the data pool and what parameters we want to give the neural networks for 
training. Assigning the parameters is a crucial step and in this manner we can deploy multiple training 
jobs for the same datasets but with different parameters which leads to different results. 
(See below) 

  



 

 
Image 3: Admin panel  site  



 

 

6. Progress overview 
 
The project burndown chart can be seen below. It represents the state of work at the end of the 
project, 13th December 2019. The total amount of story points for this project  is 880. The 
legend is described as so.  
 
Hours: Total amount of hours in sprints.  
Estimate: The teams estimate of story points finished in each sprint.  
Actual: What actually got done in each sprint.  
Ideal: Story point distributed equally on thirteen sprints, that would mean 880/13 ≈ 63 story 
points per sprint. Then all of the story points would be finished at the end of sprint thirteen 
Rammstein. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

6 .1. TOOL: 26 august - 1 september 
Tool is the first sprint. It was mainly intended to formulate the concept of the project, to come out with a 
plan of action about arrangement of the team and start working on the architecture of the system. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Research the best method for the “discriminator” to learn the model of sounds 
Setting up Google Cloud Platform for the project 
Asana setup for sprints 
Create repository for machine learning system 
Create repository for the Frontend system 
Setup of ReactJS in the Frontend system 
Setup of python containers in the machine learning system 
IAM credentials 

 
Sprint Retrospective 
The sprint could have gone better at least for the front end of things. A lot of tasks were not complete 
inside the sprint itself so they went to the sprint planning phase for the next sprint. Team decided it was 
gonna stop deploying with single docker containers. Was gonna start using kubernetes deployment in next 
sprint and using GCP more extensively. 

Start  
● Using kubernetes deployment 
● GCP reliable 

Stop  
● Deploying with single docker containers 

Continue  
●  

 
Sprint planning 

Create Jenkins server on GCP. 
Setup Kubernetes for machine learning pipeline. 
First version of landing page in the Frontend. 
First version of contact us in the Frontend. 
First version of about us in the Frontend. 
Continuous integration and deployment connection in Jenkins jobs 

 
 
  



 

Individual Times 

 
 



 

 

6.2. Red Hot Chili Peppers: 2 - 8 september 
This sprint is intended for work on the first project presentation and DevOps part of the project. 
 
Sprint Backlog  

Create Jenkins server on GCP. 
Setup Kubernetes for machine learning pipeline. 
First version of landing page in the Frontend. 
First version of contact us in the Frontend. 
First version of about us in the Frontend. 
Continuous integration and deployment connection in Jenkins jobs 

 
Sprint Retrospective 
This sprint did go really well, all tasks that were planned for this sprint got done. Team decided it was 
going to start using Toggl to help tracking time better, and have more documentation management. And 
continue to be GCP reliable, and use kubernetes for deployment. 

Start  
● Better management of times. 
● More documentation management 

Stop  
●  

Continue  
● Using kubernetes deployment 



 

● GCP reliable 
 
Sprint planning 

More overview of system design. 
Risk analysis. 
Report setup for first handin. 

 
Individual Times

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 

6.3. Dance with the dead: 9 - 15 september 
This sprint focused on preparation of presentations and better setup of documentation and management of 
the project. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Final design of the system. 
Analyze risks. 
Status report presentation prep. 
Class presentation prep. 
Status report. 

 
Sprint Retrospective 
Not much went on in this sprint. The team was getting ready for presentations. So most of the time went 
into that. Team decided it was going to start remembering to log work times better, and being a two 
person team, Scrum had too much of an overhead for the team then came Kanban instead. And continue 
to be GCP reliable, and use kubernetes for deployment, still log times and more documentation 
management. 

Start  
● Be better at remembering to log times 
● Doing Kanban instead of Scrum 

Stop  
● Srum not working out 

Continue 
● Using kubernetes deployment 
● GCP reliable 
● Better management of times 
● More documentation management 

 
 
Sprint planning 

Data gathering. 
Data ingestion service infrastructure. 
Audio feature exploration. 
Data schema in GAN pipeline. 
Finish system backlog. 
Get all the reports into one final report. 
Data schema for web solution backend 
Create repository for web solution backend 
 

  



 

Individual Times 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

6.4. Pantera: 16 - 22 september 
This sprint focused on data visualization, data gathering, scraping for raw data ańd Data schemas. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Data gathering. 
Data ingestion service infrastructure. 
Audio feature exploration. 
Data schema in GAN pipeline. 
Finish system backlog. 
Get all the reports into one final report. 
Data schema for web solution backend 
Create repository for web solution backend 
 

 
Retrospective 
This sprint did go relatively good. All planned tasks got done. 
Team decided it was going to start fill in the Project report for next presentation, writing instructions on 
code review process and writing developer documentation. After the weekly meeting with instructor it 
was decided that Scrumban would make more sense of the team. And continue to use GCP as much as 
possible, use kubernetes for deployment, log times and doing Kanban instead of Scrum. 
 

Start  
● Fill in the final report for next presentation 
● Start writing instructions on code review process 
● Writing developer documentations from start 
● Scrumban 

Stop  
● Doing Kanban instead of Scrum 

Continue 
● Log times 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 

 
Sprint planning 

Convolutional neural network model discriminator 
2 dimensional convolutional layers 
Create python PostGresql 
User Service 
Metadata Service 
Translate final report 
Setup PostGresql to Cloud SQL 



 

Individual Times 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

6.5. Limp Bizkit: 23 september - 6 oktober 
This sprint focused on starting on coding web solution backend services, translation of the project report 
and initialize first drafts to modelling the sequential convolutional neural networks. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Convolutional neural network model discriminator 
2 dimensional convolutional layers 
Create python PostGresql 
User Service 
Metadata Service 
Translate project report 
Setup PostGresql to Cloud SQL 

 
Sprint Retrospective 
This was the worst sprint of the project. As the burndown chart shows, nothing really happened in this 
sprint. Also this was the only sprint that was extended. One of the team members was abroad for a few 
days in the second week of the sprint, other member had family members staying at his place and an 
important assignment due. A lot of tasks had to be moved to the next sprint. Team decided to stop 
containerizing services from the start. And continue with logging times, using Scrumban, using GCP as 
much as possible and kubernetes for deployment. 
 

Start  
●  

Stop 
● Containerizing services from start. 

Continue 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 

Sprint planning 
MFCC layer 
Convolutional neural network model generator 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Individual Times 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 

6.7. Blur: 7 - 13 oktober 
The theme of ‘Blur’ sprint is mainly focused on feature engineering phase for the machine learning 
stream engine such as mel frequency cepstral coefficients feature extraction and how the extracted 
features represent an input to convolutional layers to the neural network. Backend system is mainly 
focused on database connections in user and metadata service. As well as continuing on the web solution 
backend services. 
 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Convolutional neural network model discriminator 
2 dimensional convolutional layers 
Create python PostGresql 
MFCC layer 
Convolutional neural network model generator 
User Service 
Metadata Service 
 

Sprint Retrospective 
This sprint could have gone better. A lot of story points were unfinished by the end of the sprint. 
Other course work had one of the members out for the entire week. Team decided to start making QA as a 
team demp step instead of full coverage test. And continue with logging times, using Scrumban, using 
GCP as much as possible and kubernetes for deployment. 
 

Start  
● Making QA as a team demo step instead of full coverage test. 

Stop 
●  

Continue 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 

 
Sprint planning 

Convolutional neural network model generator 
Training scheduler infrastructure 
Feature engineering service infrastructure 
GAN service 
User service 
Authentication Service 
 



 

Individual team member times 

 

 



 

 
 

 

6.8. Zeppelin: 14 - 20 oktober 
The ‘Zeppelin’ sprint is designated for fitting the final neural network model and the deployment of the 
live feature engineering service. First solution to the training scheduler service is implemented as an API 
endpoint the the machine learning stream engine.  
 
The start of the authentication service in the backend system is a critical task to start since the 
authentication factor is blocking other services to be finished in backend system. Therefore it is crucial to 
finish the authentication service this sprint. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Convolutional neural network model generator 
Training scheduler infrastructure 
Feature engineering service infrastructure 
GAN service 
User Service 
Authentication Service 
Status report presentation preparation 
 
 

 



 

 
 
Sprint Retrospective 
This sprint did not go well. A lot of tasks from the sprint the week before did not get done and went to the 
nexts weeks sprint. The team was more focused on documentation and presentation rather then 
programming work. The future planning needs to include documentation better. 
Team decided to start having more in depth retrospectives and showing the Burndown charts with full 
sprint estimation, the real burndown and work hours. And continue with logging times, using Scrumban, 
using GCP as much as possible and kubernetes for deployment. 

Start  
● More in depth retrospects  
● Burndown charts with full sprint estimation, actual burndown and hours. 

Stop 
●  

Continue 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 

 
Sprint planning 

Convolutional neural network model generator 
Feature engineering made in GAN service 
GAN service 
User Service 
Authentication Service 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Individual team member times 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6.9. Boston: 21 - 27 oktober 
Theme of “boston” was to get the project rolling again. Finishing tasks from former sprints and getting 
things done. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Convolutional neural network model generator 
Feature engineering made in GAN service 
GAN service 
User Service 
Authentication Service 
 
 
 

Sprint Retrospective 
This sprint got a lot of former sprint tasks done though 20 story points reminded and went to the next 
sprint. Like many other tasks in the past the team realized the heavy amount of research required for the 
deep learning aspects of the GAN engine. Vilhjálmur had milestones to reach at work and presentations 



 

on the system delivery and therefore was not able to contribute as much as hoped. The issue was raised up 
that the team might not be able to generate sufficient trained models to deliver good results for the GAN 
engine. A backup plan was made for the front end to only deliver the cloud solution but with no 
modifications available to the sound files in the sampler (only play). If the GAN would fail a backup was 
made to make sure we could publish all findings and to create the stream engine as good as possible so for 
future work there was a feature available that allows the admin to tune the parameters for training the 
models through API with ease. This way a good we could provide good overview for future work. 
Team decided to start thinking about having a Plan B ready if everything else did not work out. And 
continue with logging times, using Scrumban, using GCP as much as possible and kubernetes for 
deployment, more in depth retrospectives and burndown chart more extensives. 

Start  
● Plan B front end: No modifications to sound in front end. Only store sound and play. 
● Plan B GAN engine: Parameter tuning through API for future work. 

Stop 
●  

Continue 
● More in depth retrospects  
● Burndown charts with full sprint estimation, actual burndown and hours. 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 

 
Sprint planning 

GAN service 
GAN service deployment 
BUG: ingestion service fix 
Metadata Service 
ML controller service 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Individual team member times 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

6.10. Metallica: 28 oktober - 3 november 
After intense research and development the GAN service is almost ready to be deployed. Therefore 
finalizing the GAN service and the deployment involved is the main theme. In backend services the API 
for the metadata service could be resumed since the authentication service had been issued. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

GAN service 
GAN service deployment 
BUG: ingestion service fix 
Metadata Service 
ML controller service 

 
Sprint Retrospective 
This sprint did go really well, although one of the members was absent most of the week, due to other 
course work. Team decided to continue with logging times, using Scrumban, using GCP as much as 
possible and kubernetes for deployment, more in depth retrospectives and burndown chart more 
extensives. And have a Plan B in place. 

Start  
●  

Stop 
●  

Continue 
● Plan B front end: No modifications to sound in front end. Only store sound and play. 
● Plan B GAN engine: Parameter tuning through API for future work. 
● More in depth retrospects  
● Burndown charts with full sprint estimation, actual burndown and hours. 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 

 
Sprint planning 

ML stream engine controller service 
Training scheduler API 
Ingestion service bucket fix (pull only from root folder) 
Service communication clean up (broker messages) 
Sample service in back end 
BUG: discriminator too good, modify model. (convergence failure) 
BUG: auth service, global exceptions 
Metadata service 
BUG: user service, global exceptions 



 

Individual team member times 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 

6.11. Iron Maiden: 4 - 10 november 
The theme of “iron maiden” is to clean up backend services and GAN stream engine. There were changes 
to the behaviour of the GAN engine and decisions were made on reducing the size of the GAN engine 
system. Therefore the team needed to modify the services slightly. The plan was to have most of the 
backend services deployable. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

ML stream engine controller service 
Training scheduler API 
Ingestion service bucket fix (pull only from root folder) 
Service communication clean up (broker messages) 
Sample service in back end 
BUG: discriminator too good, modify model. (convergence failure) 
BUG: auth service, global exceptions 
Metadata service 
BUG: user service, global exceptions 
 

 
 



 

Sprint Retrospective 
Very solid effort of team members. The team members agree on planning next two sprints due to exams 
and cancel all meetings for the next sprint. The members also agree that code has not been documented 
well enough even after previous discussions on the topic and needs to be done better. Team decided to 
start documenting code and service repositories better. And continue with logging times, using Scrumban, 
using GCP as much as possible and kubernetes for deployment, more in depth retrospectives and 
burndown chart more extensives. And have a Plan B in place. 
 
 

Start  
● Documenting code and service repositories better 

Stop 
●  

Continue 
● Plan B front end: No modifications to sound in front end. Only store sound and play. 
● Plan B GAN engine: Parameter tuning through API for future work. 
● More in depth retrospects  
● Burndown charts with full sprint estimation, actual burndown and hours. 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 

 
 
Sprint planning 

Sample service authentication connection to auth serv. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Individual team member times 

 

 



 

 
 
 

6.12. Justin Bieber: 11 - 17 november 
The “Justin Bieber” sprint was treated as a break sprint for the project due to exams. However some 
requirements need to be met in time and therefore connecting backend services with the authentication 
service was a research theme with example on how to utilize the connection.  
Due to the foreseen circumstances of exams, future sprint planning was made in earlier sprint and the 
team decides on a no retrospective meet up.  
 
Sprint Backlog 
Sample service authentication connection to Authentication service. 

 
Sprint Retrospective 
No retrospective meeting was held this sprint. 
 
Sprint planning 

Ingress setup for kubernetes cluster 
Wireframe sampler studio section in front end 
Wireframe file and folder structure in front end 
File and folder tree design with MaterialUI 
Sampler design with knobs front end 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 

6.13. Creed: 18 - 24 november 
The rough design to the front end was made in wireframes and finally in react components. Final 
decisions on libraries to bootstrap the UI with as little effort as possible. Most of backend has been 
deployed and therefore the ingress needs to be designed for the kubernetes cluster. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Ingress setup for kubernetes cluster 
Wireframe sampler studio section in front end 
Wireframe file and folder structure in front end 
File and folder tree design with MaterialUI 
Sampler design with knobs front end 

 
Sprint Retrospective 
Ívar’s last exam was on friday and therefore could not participate too much during the week in 
development. Vilhjálmur however finished exams on wednesday and could take on many tasks for the 
remains of the sprint. The group agreed that we would should have planned the sprint more carefully 
regarding the issue of exams and we would need to make sure we make up for lost time in next sprint. 



 

Team decided to start planning sprints more carefully. Stop Plan B. And continue with logging times, 
using Scrumban, using GCP as much as possible and kubernetes for deployment, more in depth 
retrospectives and burndown chart more extensives. And documenting code and service repositories 
better, have a Plan B GAN engine. 
 
 

Start  
● Planning sprint more carefully 

Stop 
● Plan B front end: No modifications to sound in front end. Only store sound and play. 

Continue 
● Plan B GAN engine: Parameter tuning through API for future work. 
● More in depth retrospects  
● Burndown charts with full sprint estimation, actual burndown and hours. 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 
● Documenting code and service repositories better 

 
 
Sprint planning 

BUG: unit test clean up 
Add parameter tuning run for GAN engine 
File and folder tree component (front end) 
Frontend System Design (Figma) vol 1.1 
Dockerize UserService 
Dockerize MetadataService 
Dockerize AuthenticateService 
File and folder tree rendering logic (front end) 
Save button logic, save the updated metadata to metaservice 
Create Folder 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Individual team member times 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 

6.14. Gus Gus: 25 november - 1 december 
In “gus gus” we needed to make sure to clean up most of unresolved issues with the backend and move 
forward with the front end business logic. The logic to the file and folder tree structure in the users library 
needs to be implemented with redux. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

BUG: unit test clean up 
Add parameter tuning run for GAN engine 
File and folder tree component (front end) 
Frontend System Design (Figma) vol 1.1 
Dockerize UserService 
Dockerize MetadataService 
Dockerize AuthenticateService 
File and folder tree rendering logic (front end) 
Save button logic, save the updated metadata to metaservice 
Create Folder 
 
 

Sprint Retrospective 
The discussed the alarming rate of documentation issues, both in code repositories and for the final report. 
Previous sprints were as expected not very productive due to exams and other large hand-ins. A 
discussion is made about reducing requirements for the GAN stream engine and its deployment.  
Team decided to stop tuning the GAN engine. And continue with logging times, using Scrumban, using 
GCP as much as possible and kubernetes for deployment, more in depth retrospectives and burndown 
chart more extensives. And documenting code and service repositories better, have a Plan B GAN engine, 
planning sprints more carefully. 
 

Start  
●  

Stop 
● Need to stop tuning the GAN engine. 

Continue 
● Plan B GAN engine: Parameter tuning through API for future work. 
● More in depth retrospects  
● Burndown charts with full sprint estimation, actual burndown and hours. 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 
● Kubernetes for deployment 
● Documenting code and service repositories better 
● Planning sprint more carefully 



 

 
 
Sprint planning 

Ingress fix 
BUG: deployment bug fixes (kubernetes) 
Generator back end service (training scheduler API) 
Javascript audio engine (web audio api) 
Wave visualizer in sampler 
Selected file in filetree gets that files metadata 
Sampler knobs and switches update that files metadata 
Save button logic, save the updated metadata to metaservice 
Create Folder 
Login and Signup Component  
Backend Services Kubernetes Healthcheck 
Acquire domain name 

 
 

 
 
Individual team member times 

 



 

 

 
 
 



 

6.15. Rammstein: 2 - 8 december 
The theme of “rammstein” sprint is to start development on the front end logic. In last sprints the 
wireframe was finalized and the main react components built. To build the logic behind the front end we 
need a good structure on redux controlling local variable storage about all metadata needed and the audio 
engine needs to be built using the web audio API library. We also need to fix bugs in our deployment 
features for the back end services. 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Ingress fix 
BUG: deployment bug fixes (kubernetes) 
Generator back end service (training scheduler API) 
Javascript audio engine (web audio api) 
Wave visualizer in sampler 
Selected file in filetree gets that files metadata 
Sampler knobs and switches update that files metadata 
Save button logic, save the updated metadata to metaservice 
Create Folder 
Login and Signup Component  
Backend Services Kubernetes Healthcheck 
Acquire domain name 
 

Sprint Retrospective 
Solid work effort. We need to make sure we have the backend fully deployed so we can start using 
finalized service endpoint in our front end to call the correct data resources. There is still a little lack in 
communication with team members during weekends. Team decided to start cleaning up unused code in 
repositories and report bugs as soon as possible. And continue with logging times, using Scrumban, using 
GCP as much as possible and kubernetes for deployment, more in depth retrospectives and burndown 
chart more extensives. And documenting code and service repositories better, have a Plan B GAN engine, 
planning sprints more carefully. 

Start  
● Cleaning up unused code in repositories 
● Report the bugs as soon as possible. 

Stop 
●  

Continue 
● Plan B GAN engine: Parameter tuning through API for future work. 
● More in depth retrospects  
● Burndown charts with full sprint estimation, actual burndown and hours. 
● Log times 
● Scrumban 
● GCP 



 

● Kubernetes for deployment 
● Documenting code and service repositories better 
● Planning sprint more carefully 

 
 

Sprint planning 
Front end admin page for listing and starting GAN procedures 
SQL proxy for kubernetes access to SQL instance 
Front end call to generator service(Create file) 
Front end call to sample service(Selected File) 
Login/Sign up business logic 
User component and logic 
Save pickle file with GAN results to bucket 
Final front end design 
Jenkins CI - CD 
Finalize React Navbar 
Sound downloader 
Direct domain DNS to cluster namespace 
Deploy React app 
BUG: unit test clean up 
 

 
 
Individual team member times 

 



 

 

 
 
  



 

6.16. Queen: 9 - 13 december 
The theme for this last sprint, was to finish the frontend that was already behind schedule and finishing up 
the final report and handin the project. 
 
 
Sprint Backlog 

Front end admin page for listing and starting GAN procedures 
SQL proxy for kubernetes access to SQL instance 
Front end call to generator service(Create file) 
Front end call to sample service(Selected File) 
Login/Sign up business logic 
User component and logic 
Save pickle file with GAN results to bucket 
Final front end design 
Jenkins CI - CD 
Finalize React Navbar 
Sound downloader 
Direct domain DNS to cluster namespace 
Deploy React app 
BUG: unit test clean up 
 

 
Sprint Retrospective 

After the third meeting with instructors we figured out we needed to cut our losses with a few 
things in the system, such as the cloud storing solution for users. However this gave us a small 
timeframe to go back to the GAN engine and tweak the models to come up with nice results. We 
finally made some progress within 12 hours until the deadline which became a little relief. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Individual team member times 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

7. Results 
The results in the end did not give much promise to what the team was set to achieve. The goal 
of the project was to find a solution to generating infinite sound samples for percussion usage. 
What was discovered was that for generative adversarial networks in sound production in our 
case there was much better results with longer more vibrant and continuous sound over time 
rather than single shot sound samples like drums. The GAN learned very weakly the frequency 
shifts in sounds like violins and other high frequency instruments. It is very important to address 
that the results were weak and not the results the developers were hoping for.  
 

8. Summary 
This report has gone over all the work that went into designing and creating Wisebeat.  
Beat sampler in a cloud based web solution.  
 
The original goal of the project was to make a web based solution that would then serve as a new 
foundation in the field of cloud solutions for musicians. This sadly was not the case in the end. 
The developers truly underestimated the difficulty in designing a production ready system with 
the use of generative adversarial networks.  
 
No users testing was performed, mainly because how the team setup it's development phase, 
starting with the backend and finish the frontend last.  

8.1 The feature extraction problem 

Normally when machine learning solutions are structured, the developers think about reducing 
the dimensionality of the data and how certain features can be extracted from the data to achieve 
better training results. The developers in this project were set on the same mindset not knowing 
that for this to work the deep neural networks need to recognize the data as raw as possible. If we 
extract features from the sounds and then feed the data through the networks you would only be 
teaching the generator how to generate the extracted features but not the raw sound. This can 
also lead to one of the most common traps of implementing GAN’s, the convergence failure 
where the discriminator becomes too good for the generator to have a chance of converging to 
equilibrium state. 
 
To start with the team wanted to find a good feature extraction technique for the discriminator to 
easily classify the sounds. A good technique for sound classification is using mel frequency 
cepstral coefficients. After about 2 weeks of implementing MFCC into the pipeline the team 
discovers when starting modelling the neural network architecture that the generator needs to 



 

learn how the raw structure of the sounds frequencies are structured but not how the extracted 
features of the data is structured and therefore a fully implemented feature engineering service in 
the pipeline was thrown away. 
 

9. Future Work 
It is an obvious point that the system needs more work to be able to step in as a platform for 
sound hungry musicians. There are plenty of opportunities to evolve the outcome of the GAN 
networks and modelling the right architecture for the networks is more of an artform. 
 
The opportunities of GANS in audio processing should be very compelling compared to what 
has been done with image processing. The major factor is here however is that GAN’s are 
HARD to train and you need to be very patient when training since it can take up to days or 
weeks to render good results. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

10. Product Backlog 

10.1. Requirements 

 
User requirements 

● User can create an account 
● User can sign into system with a username and password. 
● User can view its profile in UI area. 
● Users can contact us from the website area. 
● Users can view about us in website. 
● User can change personal info in profile area 
● User can generate a new sound with AI with a push of a button 
● User can save the newly generated sound in its cloud sound bank. 
● User can create folders in sound bank 
● User can download a sound file from sound bank. 
● User can play a sound in online sampler. 
● User can control volume in online sampler. 
● User can control envelopes of sound in a sampler 

○ Attack 
○ Decay 
○ Sustain 
○ Release 

● User can control filter of sound in a sampler 
○ Cutoff 
○ Resolution 

● User can control effects of sound in a sampler 
○ Reverb 
○ Delay 

● User can visualize a sound curve in the sampler.  
 
Admin requirements 

● Admin can sign in to admin area 
● Admin can view training jobs in a list 
● Admin can start training from admin site 
● Admin can deploy model to generator 

 
 
 
 
 



 

10.2. Product Backlog 

● GAN offline pipe 
○ Data ingestion service infrastructure 
○ Feature engineering service infrastructure 
○ Audio feature exploration 
○ Training Deployment infrastructure 
○ Training Service infrastructure 
○ Data schema in GAN pipe 
○ Convolutional neural network model discriminator 
○ 2 dimensional convolutional layers 
○ Create python postgresql connector to Cloud SQL 
○ Convolutional neural network model generator 
○ MFCC layer  
○ Training scheduler infrastructure 
○ Feature engineering service infrastructure 
○ Machine learning controller service 
○ Machine learning stream engine controller service 
○ Training scheduler API 
○ Ingestion service 
○ GAN service 
○ GAN service deployment 
○ Save pickle file with GAN results to bucket 

● Front End 
○ CI & CD to Jenkins 
○ Link React app to Jenkins 
○ Integrate Redux 
○ NPM scripts 
○ JEST integration 
○ Dockerize React app 
○ Create repository for Frontend 
○ Create ReactJS app 
○ Bootstrap integration 
○ Create about site 
○ Create landing site 
○ Create contact us site 
○ File and folder tree component 
○ File and folder tree rendering logic 
○ Save button logic, save the updated metadata to metaservice 
○ Create Folder, update user folder to metaservice 
○ Javascript audio engine 
○ Wave visualizer in sampler 
○ Selected file in filetree gets that files metadata 



 

○ Sampler knobs and switches update that files metadata 
○ Login and Signup Component  
○ Front end admin page for listing and starting GAN procedures 
○ Front end call to generator service 
○ Front end call to sample service 
○ Login/Sign up business logic 
○ User component and logic 
○ Final front end design 
○ Finalize React Navbar 
○ Sound downloader 
○ Deploy React app 

● Back End 
○ Create repository for back end 
○ User service infrastructure  
○ CI & CD to Jenkins 
○ Start MOCK-service 
○ Link mock-service to Jenkins 
○ Kubernetes infrastructure 
○ User Service  
○ Metadata Service 
○ Authentication Service 
○ Feature engineering made in GAN service 
○ Sample service in back end 
○ Sample service authentication connection to authentication service 
○ Add parameter tuning run for GAN engine 
○ Dockerize UserService 
○ Dockerize MetadataService 
○ Dockerize AuthenticateService 
○ Generator back end service (training scheduler API) 
○ Backend Services Kubernetes Healthcheck 

● DevOps 
○ IAM credentials 
○ Create training instances 
○ New project on GCP 
○ Create necessary buckets in GCP 
○ Ingress setup for kubernetes cluster 
○ Acquire domain name 
○ SQL proxy for kubernetes access to SQL instance 
○ Direct domain DNS to cluster namespace 

● Other  
○ Data gathering 
○ Wireframe sampler studio section in front end 
○ Wireframe file and folder structure in front end 



 

○ File and folder tree design with MaterialUI 
○ Sampler design with knobs front end 
○ Frontend System Design (Figma) 
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